APPLICATION NOTE
Negative input resistance of switching regulators

Why a negative sign can result in puzzled looks and set the input of a switching regulator in oscillation

1. Introduction
Developers of switching regulators and switch mode power supplies attach great importance to the efficiency
of their circuits. However, at the end of their development phase, they encounter unpleasant effects such as
unwanted oscillations at the input of the switching regulator and these although the switching regulator
produces a constant output voltage under all conditions. But why does the input of the switching regulator
tend to oscillation under certain circumstances?

2. Main part
A switching regulator can achieve efficiency of more than 90%; however, the efficiency for conventional
switching regulators is usually a lot lower. For high efficiency, we can assume almost loss-free power
conversion so that the following approximately applies:
PIn ≈ POut
However, let us assume that a switching regulator does not produce any power loss and the input power
equals the output power, the following applies for the performance ratio:
PIn = POut
Any switching regulator design requires that the output voltage is constant in every operating mode and,
even in the event of abrupt load change, quickly regains its setpoint without being set in oscillation. Thus,
only any change of the voltage on the input side is permitted. However, a constant power ratio between input
and output results in the input current of the switching regulator dropping in the event of any rise of the input
voltage; ergo, the input current rises when the input voltage drops. This effect is based on the so-called
"Negative input resistance". Figure 1 illustrates this effect.

Figure 1: Voltage / current curve at the input of the switching regulator
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ot expected because the
e current usuually rises proportionally
p
y
This effect is not initiallly apparent. It is also no
with the volttage.
I ~ V if R is constant
In any case
e, Ohm's Law
w describes the behavio ur of a linea
ar resistance. If a simple voltage divider made off
ideal resisto
ors is considered, its output voltage rrises when itts input volta
age is increassed. This is illustrated in
n
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Vo
oltage dividerr with ideal re
esistors

However, in
n our case, th
he input resistance of a sswitching reg
gulator is not linear but vvery non-line
ear and also
o
negative. Fiigure 1 make
es this clear.. For further illustration, we
w would like
e to considerr a voltage divider
d
which
h
is not consttructed from two ideal res
sistors but fro
om one volta
age source with
w defined iinternal resis
stance and a
switching re
egulator with
h negative re
esistance. Fi gure 3 show
ws such a vo
oltage divideer. A basic design
d
of the
e
switching re
egulator and its compone
ents is not furrther required
d here for the
e closer conssideration.

Figure 3: Vo
oltage dividerr consisting of
o voltage sou
urce and neg
gative resistan
nce
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If the voltage "VSup" of the source increases, the current "IIn" drops and consequently the voltage drop "VRSup"
at the internal resistance of the voltage source. However, the voltage at the switching regulator input
increases. The input voltage of the switching regulator is reduced by the voltage drop at the internal
resistance of the voltage source. The following approximately applies:
VCon = VSup - VRSup
Electronic components such as electrical resistors do not occur in real life with negative values. The real
input resistance of a switching regulator is also not negative, but its behaviour during change of the input
voltage. Accordingly, this behaviour shows a negative resistance which is based on a mathematical origin.
If a tangent is applied to the voltage-current curve in Figure 1, its increase of the negative resistance can be
determined at any operating point. This is "generally" defined by:
RIn = ∆VIn / ∆IIn
As the slope of the tangent is negative in this case, the input resistance of the switching regulator is
negative!
RIn = ∆V / ∆I < 0
There is a dynamic behaviour with negative slope whose differential quotient can theoretically be used as
base to determine the negative resistance as numeric value. The following example shows a calculation
example for this
RIn = ∆VIn / ∆IIn
RIn = 10V – 8V / 0,5A - 0,625A
RIn = - 16 Ohm
Example 1: Determination of the negative resistance based on the differential quotient

However, in practice and diverse literature, the differential quotient is not determined but the stationary input
resistance is considered. Dynamic behaviour is present and thus a different resistance value at each
operating point. From a pure mathematical consideration, the stationary resistance is not negative. It is now
based on the fact that its dynamic behaviour is negative and it is calculated using a negative sign.
Using large signal analysis, the stationary resistance can be approximated with the following assumption and
calculated as shown in Example 2.
PIn = VIn * IIn
R = - VIn / IIn
RIn ist < 0

5W = 8V * 0,625A
- 8V / 0,625A
- 12,8 Ohm

Example 2: Calculation of the negative resistance in an operating point

If the input voltage is further increased, the negative resistance rises. This should be illustrated by the
following example.
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PIn = VIn * IInn

5W = 10V
V * 0, 5A

R = - VIn / IInn

- 10V / 0,5
5A

RIn ist < 0

- 20 Ohm

Example 3: IIncrease of th
he negative in
nput resistan
nce when the input voltage
e increases

However, th
he negative resistance is
s not a pers istent state, but only occ
curs during a short-term change – a
transient – at the input of the switc
ching regula tor. Once th
he original operating statte is reached again, the
e
n longer rep
presentative. However, a transient, in
n combinationn with the ne
egative inputt
negative ressistance is no
resistance, is sufficient to
t put the inp
put of a switcching regulattor in oscillation.

A pulsed cu
urrent flows in the input circuit of th
he switching regulator; th
his current sshould be su
uppressed to
o
prevent con
nducted emisssion interferrence. There
efore, an add
ditional inputt filter is placced before th
he switching
g
regulator inp
put in practicce. Figure 4 shows
s
such an arrangem
ment.

Figure 4: Sim
mplified arran
ngement of a switching re
egulator with input filter

Figure 4 sh
hould show the input im
mpedance Z In of the sw
witching regu
ulator which is formed by
b the inputt
capacitor CIn and the ne
egative input resistance –
–RIn. The inp
put filter, whic
ch can be reealised for ex
xample using
g
a WE-PD2 or WE-TID filter coil frrom Würth Elektronik, forms
f
a seriies resonantt circuit with
h the outputt
impedance ZOut in the direction off the switchiing regulato
or input. The
e input filter is parallel to the inputt
capacitor CIn and the negative inp
put resistancce –RIn and can result in oscillationn of the inp
put circuit att
resonance frequency. However, iff a small ssignal analys
sis is perfo
ormed, the vvoltage sou
urce at high
h
frequenciess presents a short
s
circuit whereby
w
the
e filter capacitor is short-c
circuited resuulting in only the filter coill
still being co
onsidered. A high quality
y coil is usua
ally selected as filter coil.
Figure 5 sho
ows the impe
edance curv
ve of the indu
uctance and the resulting
g output impeedance of the
e filter which
h
clearly show
ws its maximum impedan
nce at its natu
ural resonan
nce.
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Figure 5: Impedance curv
ve of the inpu
ut filter at res
sonance frequency

The output impedance of the filterr is at its hiighest at res
sonance freq
quency and conflicts wiith the inputt
witching regulator. To pre
event any oscillation, it is recommendded to attenu
uate the filterr
impedance ZIn of the sw
t reduce the impedancce during res
sonance. Therefore, a ddesign tip is to keep the
e
as shown in Figure 5 to
edance of the
e filter much lower than th
he input impe
edance of the switching rregulator.
output impe
ZOut << ZIn
Ceramic ca
apacitors are often used in the input circuit; howe
ever this res
sults all the m
more in oscillation of the
e
amic capacittors have ne
filter as cera
egligibly sma
all ESR. This increases the quality oof the filter. Reduction
R
off
the quality could theore
etically be re
ealised by a parallel circ
cuit of resisttors; howeveer this is no
ot a practicall
r
ed as a desig
gn tip to use electrolyte capacitors
c
heere which ha
ave relativelyy
solution. It is therefore recommende
SR can sufficiently redu ce the quality of the input filter whhereby the input filter iss
large ESR. A large ES
and oscillatio
on at the switching contro
oller input is prevented.
attenuated a

3. Sum
mmary
After extenssive examination of the "negative" resistance, we
w come to
o the undersstanding thatt the sign iss
based on a behaviour which
w
can be attributed to the drop of the input current duriing increase of the inputt
voltage of a switching regulator
r
– trransients. Du
ue to the conducted inte
erference, ann input filter is absolutelyy
required; ho
owever it should be atte
enuated so th
hat the nega
ative resistan
nce is overccompensated
d and furtherr
prevents an
ny oscillation
n. Finally, it is recomme
ended not to
o use ceramic capacitorss and to use electrolyte
e
capacitors tto prevent un
nwanted osciillations at th
he switching regulator inp
put.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co. KG and its subsidiaries and affiliates (WE) assume no liability for application
assistance of any kind. Customers may use WE’s assistance and product recommendations for their applications and
design. The responsibility for the applicability and use of WE Products in a particular customer design is always solely
within the authority of the customer. Due to this fact it is up to the customer to evaluate, where appropriate to investigate
and decide whether the device with the specific product characteristics described in the product specification is valid and
suitable for the respective customer application or not.
Customers are cautioned to verify that data sheets are current. The current data sheets can be downloaded at www.weonline.com. Customers shall strictly observe any product-specific notes, cautions and warnings. WE reserve the right to
make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements, and other changes to its products and services.
WE does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right,
copyright, mask work right, or other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which
WE products or services are used. Information published by WE regarding third-party products or services does not
constitute a license from WE to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof.
WE products are not authorized for use in safety-critical applications (such as life support). It has to be clearly pointed
out that the possibility of a malfunction of electronic components or failure before the end of the usual lifetime cannot be
completely eliminated in the current state of the art, even if the products are operated within the range of the
specifications. In certain customer applications requiring a very high level of safety and in which the malfunction or failure
of an electronic component could endanger human life or health Customers must ensure that they have all necessary
expertise in the safety and regulatory ramifications of their applications, and acknowledge and agree that they are solely
responsible for all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements concerning their products and any use of WE
products in such safety-critical applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support that may be
provided by WE. Further, Customers shall fully indemnify WE against any damages arising out of the use of WE products
in such safety-critical applications. WE products are neither designed nor intended for use in automotive applications or
environments unless the specific WE products are designated by WE as compliant with ISO/TS 16949 requirements.
Customers acknowledge and agree that, if they use any non-designated products in automotive applications, WE will not
be responsible for any failure to meet such requirements.

USEFULL LINKS
Application Notes:

http://www.we-online.com/applicationnotes

Component Selector:

http://www.we-online.com/component-selector

Toolbox:

http://www.we-online.com/toolbox

Product Catalog:

http://katalog.we-online.de/en/pbs/search
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